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Bamcentric Software WISEGRC´s Event Processing and Analytics for GRC 

Solution Certified to Run on SAP HANA® Cloud Platform 
 

 

Running on SAP HANA Cloud Platform, solution delivers online real-time alerts on exceptions 

in business rules for customers using SAP® ERP 

 

 

São Paulo – January 25, 2017 – Bamcentric Software Solutions today announced its WISEGRC 

Event Processing and Analytics for GRC solution version 1.0 has achieved SAP certification as an on-

premise extension running on SAP HANA® Cloud Platform. The solution has been proven to 

integrate with the SAP® ERP application, providing online real-time alerts on exceptions in business 

rules. 

 

The SAP Integration and Certification Center (ICC) has certified that WISEGRC Event Processing 

and Analytics for GRC achieved the technical and syntactical consistency of SAP HANA Cloud 

Platform in accordance with SAP certification procedures. 

 

The solution was developed in consortium with Sytech and in cooperation with SAP Co-Innovation 

Lab, which granted to Bamcentric and Sytech immediate access to SAP’s newest technologies, 

 

“We are delighted to announce the successful achievement our WISEGRC solution, now 

certified to run on SAP HANA Cloud Platform,” said Robson Souza, CEO at Bamcentric. “This 

certification expands the ability of WISEGRC by increasing operational transparency and improving 

the interaction between people and processes. The real-time alerts it generates broaden the capacity of 

measurement of indicators and will prove highly beneficial to our current and future customers.” 

 

As a result of the certified integration, WISEGRC now provides simple, safe and scalable online real-

time alerts on exceptions in business rules to customers using SAP ERP through its ability to run on 

SAP HANA Cloud Platform. 

 

 

About Bamcentric / Sytech 

Bamcentric software, coupled with Sytech's consulting experience in SAP software environments, 

generated the WISEGRC solution, which enables better trend analysis and more predictable 

performance for business management, expanding the point-to-point capacity of the most important 

operations through real-time alerts on exceptions in business rules, allowing the measurement of the 

efficiency of supply chains, manufacturing processes, marketing campaigns, sales, financials, 

parameters and business processes.  
# # # 

WISEGRC is a trademark of Bamcentric Sytech. 

 

SAP, SAP HANA and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective logos are trademarks 

or registered trademarks of SAP SE (or an SAP affiliate company) in Germany and other countries. See 

http://www.sap.com/corporate-en/legal/copyright/index.epx for additional trademark information and notices. All other 

product and service names mentioned are the trademarks of their respective companies. 

 

For more information, please contact: 

Robson Souza - eMail: robson.souza@bamcentric.com - Phone: +55 11 98208-9225 
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